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Abstract— Stereo vision is an area of study in the field of 

Machine vision that recreate the human vision system by using 

two or more 2- dimensional views of the same scene to obtain 3D 

distance information about a scene. The ability of a machine to 

capture 3D information from the real world in a similar fashion 

to a human being is called Stereo Vision System. A proposed 

system can detect an object and avoid it by using stereo vision 

system by implementing the Sum of Absolute Difference 

Algorithm (SAD). Sum of Absolute Difference Algorithm (SAD) 

can create the Disparity Image and from the amount of 

difference in disparity image, the object is near or far is decided. 

The system contains two cameras positioned on front side of 

autonomous system at the same height capturing the respective 

images from slightly different angle of the same view or scene. In 

application as obstacle detection fast localisation of object is 

important for that a new approach is proposed. SAD algorithm 

with Region of interest (ROI) is implemented on Spartan 3E 

FPGA system. 

 

Keywords— Stereo Vision, Region of interest (ROI), Spartan 

3E FPGA, SAD, Disparity Image. 

I.  INTRODUCTION   

 Recent development in unmanned space travel, 

agricultural automation, Archaeological exploration and 

evolution of military devices shows that the demand for 

Unmanned Ground Vehicles is strongly increasing. Still most 

of the implementations appear more like enhanced remote-

controlled cars [20] than autonomously acting and decision-

taking, tasks "intelligent", and robots. As tele-operation is 

difficult and expensive, costs and operation times shall be 

minimised by the introduction of autonomous vehicles. The 

application of Obstacle detection is carried out with stereo 

vision system and SAD Algorithm. Stereo vision is resembles 

with human vision system. Like human vision system it has 

two cameras position side-by-side on front of autonomous 

system. Each camera captures respective images and these two 

images are compared for differences with the help of template 

matching algorithm that is Sum of Difference Algorithm 

(SAD). The template matching algorithm is used to get the 

disparity image which gives difference by comparing both left 

and right camera capture views. If difference is more the 

object is near and if difference is less, object is far away from 

system.   

Generally the 3D information is reconstructed in stereo 

vision system using template matching algorithm which is 

slower and highly computational. The highly computational 

reconstruction of full 3D scene is unnecessary in application 

such as „Obstacle Detection‟. A fast localisation of Object is 

important for obstacle detection in autonomous navigation 

framework. A new approach is proposed in this system by 

deciding Region of Interest from the two images for 

localisation of obstacle.  The system has two cameras situated 

on front side and as the autonomous vehicle moving forward 

direction, the centre part of both the images should taken into 

account for localization of object. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Flow of Proposed system 

 

The flow chart gives the information of steps executing in 

system: firstly two cameras situated on front side of the 

system are triggered using MATLAB installed on laptop. As 

per requirements of the stereo vision system the system must 

moving and taking pictures. Before transferring these pictures 

to FPGA for further processing, the Region of Interest (ROI) 

of these pictures are consider. These modified pictures are 

simultaneously transferring from laptop to FPGA. On the 

FPGA side, difference of the left and right modified images is 

determined with the Sum of Absolute Difference Algorithm 
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(SAD). The SAD Algorithm is implemented using VHDL 

which is Hardware description language. The Total SAD gives 

a Disparity image from the difference of both the images. 

Depending on the difference from disparity image, the depth 

of object is determined. An object is presented or not and also 

the distance of object from system that is object is near or far 

from the system is determined. If the difference in disparity 

image if less then, the object is far away from system and if 

difference is more then, object is near to the system. 

 

II.  BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK: 

Stereo vision refers to the issue of determining the 3-D 

structure of a scene from two or more images taken from 

distinct viewpoints [2].In paper [3] and [4] Some interesting 

details about the developed sensor systems and proposed 

detection and avoidance algorithms can be found. The obstacle 

avoidance sensor systems found in literature can generally be 

divided into two main categories. The first category involves 

the use of ultrasonic sensors. They are simple to implement 

and can detect obstacles reliably. On the other hand, the 

second category involves vision-based sensor systems. This 

category can be further divided into the stereo vision system 

(which is applied to the detection of objects in 3D) and the 

laser range sensors which can be applied to the detection of 

obstacles both in 2D and 3D, but can barely used for real-time 

detection [5]. A number of researchers over the years have 

used sonars [8] and lasers [6] for obstacle avoidance. 

Departing from the traditional sonar ring, Nourbakhsh et al. 

[7], [8] showed that a non-conventional arrangement of sonars 

including angled sensors leads to more robust behaviour and, 

in particular, prevents decapitation (i.e., collision with an 

object at a height above the ring of sensors).Other research, 

with Stereo Vision systems mounted in fixed positions, exist 

to extend capabilities of security monitoring systems, and 

improve human face-recognition and tracking algorithms [9]. 

Stereo matching has computational complexity and the 

matching technique directly affects the accuracy of disparity 

map, various matching algorithms have been devised. They 

can be classified as area-based [12], feature-based [13] and 

phase-based [14]. In the area-based approach, the 

correspondence problem is solved by matching image 

intensity patterns. [15] Employed the area-based approaches 

such as dynamic programming, sum of absolute differences 

(SAD) algorithm and Census transform respectively on 

FPGAs. An interesting but very computationally demanding 

local method is presented in [16]. It uses varying weights for 

the pixels in a given support window, based on their colour 

similarity and geometric proximity. An interesting method is 

proposed in [17], an adaptive window size is used in SAD 

algorithm for template matching for fast processing. The 

algorithm reported in [19] achieves almost real-time 

performance. It is once more based on SAD but the correlation 

window size is adaptively chosen for each region of the 

picture. Apart from that, a left to right consistency check and a 

median filter are utilized. 

 

 

III.  STEREO VISION 

Stereo Vision is a well-known ranging method as it 

resembles the basic mechanism of Human eye. Human vision 

system has two eyes located side-by-side in the front of their 

head. Thanks to this positioning, each eye takes a view of the 

same area from a slightly different angle. Each eye captures its 

own view and the two separate images are sent on to the brain 

for processing. The small differences between the two images 

add up to a big difference in the final picture. It is a three-

dimensional stereo picture. Stereo vision is an area of study in 

the field of Machine vision that attempts to recreate the human 

vision system by using two or more 2D views of the same 

scene to derive depth information about the scene by using 

disparity image. 

Stereo vision for mobile robots has some specific 

requirements. The first requirement is that the algorithm to 

compare the two images and get the resulting disparity image. 

Second, mobile robots tend to move around and take pictures. 

This means the stereo algorithm needs to handle image 

sequences. This provides the algorithm a better chance to get 

the correct disparity images or refine it. Third, mobile robots 

are typically moving on a plane ground. To avoid obstacles on 

the ground, the disparity image can be calculated based on the 

plane ground. Fourth, stereo is not the only sensor on a mobile 

robot but Fusion of multiple sensors.  

IV.   SUM OF ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCE ALGORITHM 

SAD is used as a similarity measure in case of block 

matching in several image-processing applications. SAD takes 

the absolute value of the difference between each pixel in the 

reference image block and the corresponding pixel in the 

target image block. The differences are accumulated to create 

a metric of block similarity. In order to find the similarity of a 

reference image (generally smaller in size) in a bigger image, 

known as the target image, the reference is placed on the 

image and the SAD is calculated; it is then moved to the next 

location on the image and the SAD is again calculated. This is 

repeated until the entire image SAD is calculated. The greater 

the value of the SAD operation the lesser will be the similarity 

between the reference and the specific part of the image for 

which the SAD is specified. Because of the simplicity of the 

SAD it is considered to be a very fast and effective metric for 

similarity measure calculation in images. It takes into account 

all the pixels that are present in a window without attaching 

any specific bias to any values. Since the calculation of SAD 

for one block in an image is done without affecting the 

calculation for other blocks in its vicinity, it can calculate the 

SAD in parallel.  

The Sums of Absolute Differences (SAD) algorithm takes 

the pixel data from a stereo pair and iterates through its 

contents in a linear fashion to find the disparity of the two 

images.  It determines the disparity of a single pixel by 

searching through a scan window around each pixel within its 

disparity range and finding the scan window with the lowest 

absolute difference between each corresponding pixel for its 

red, green, and blue values. 
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V.  PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proposed system of obstacle detection and avoidance 

has following approach: 

The system consist two cameras situated on front side, at 

same height and with slight different angle. Both the cameras 

are operated by MATLAB on laptop. Then through laptop this 

two images send on Spartan 3E FPGA Board where template 

matching SAD algorithm is implemented. According to figure 

the left part of right image and right part of left image is 

unwanted so the center part of image is considered for 

obstacle detection. As the system moves in forward direction, 

the centre part of both images consider as a Region of Interest 

(ROI). Now this Region of Interest of images is compare by 

the SAD Algorithm and getting the 3D disparity image. This 

two captured images are transferred to FPGA for image 

processing where the Sum of Absolute Algorithm (SAD) is 

implemented. 

     9 

SADtotal(x,y,r,c) = ∑ SAD9j(x,y,r,c) 

      j=0 

where SAD9j(x,y,r,c) defined as 

 

            SAD9j(x,y,r,c) = 

 9 

∑ │L(x+i,y+j)   R((x+r)+i,(y+c)+j) │ 

j=0 

 

i) With 0 ≤ x; y < frame size 

ii) With (r,c) being the motion vector 

iii)  With L(x,y) being a reference frame   pixel at (x, y) of 

Left image 

iv) With R(x , y) being a target frame pixel at (x, y) of Right 

image 

All data units Li and Ri are considered to be unsigned 8 bits 

numbers.  

Subtraction of two unsigned numbers (e.g., A  B) is 

performed by adding A with a bit inverted    B i.e. (B̅ = 

2n1B) and adding a one:  

A + (2n1B) + 1 = 2n+AB. 

Assuming that B ≤ A, the resulting carry (2
n
) of the addition 

can be ignored. The SAD9 operation can be performed in three 

steps: 

i) Compute (Ai  Bi) for all 9  9 pixel locations. 

ii) Determine which (AiBi)‟s are negative, i.e., when no 

carry was generated and compute (BiAi) . 

iii)  Add all 9 absolute values together. 

 The slight modification is done with the algorithm as follows: 

Algorithm:  

1) Decide the Region of interest (ROI) of both reference 

image and target image and modified so. 

2) Iterate through the pixels of the left modify image that will 

be processed with the pixels of right modify image. 

 

                   

                                      
Figure 2:  Stereo Vision with ROI 

 

3) Take the absolute difference between pixels from both the 

images. Save the difference and again repeat it for next pixels.   

4) Ensure that the compared pixel is not outside of the bounds 

of the right image or area of interest.  

5) At the end iterate through all of the pixels within the image 

and get the sum of all absolute differences which gives the 

resulting disparity image. 

This figure set indicates the left and right camera images and 

the third image is difference of two images taken by using 

Sum of Absolute Difference Algorithm. 

Why Region of Interest:  
In stereo vision system, a template matching 

algorithm is required for getting 3D disparity image which is 

useful for getting the surrounding information. For obstacle 

detection using stereo vision system, a fast processing and 

accurate algorithm is required. In previous papers different 

algorithms are mentioned for getting accurate information of 

objects. A template matching algorithm is comparing the two 

images and produces a 3D disparity image. But for obstacle 

detection, it is unnecessary to construct a full 3D disparity 

image which a time consuming process. For obstacle detection 

a fast localisation of object is important and for that the 

Region of Interest from the two images is required. Now if 

region is determine then only that much part of images are 

forwarded for template matching so that fast localisation of 

object is carried out. 

An obstacle detection and avoidance is dependent on 

difference in disparity image. If the difference is exceed the 

threshold difference value then the object is detected. As soon 

as the object is detected the systems start changing direction to 

avoid it. A system takes around 40-50ms to detect and avoid 

the obstacle. The system detects obstacle within 30-40cm. 

Hardware Requirement: 

 
Figure 3: FPGA Resource Utilization 
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The SAD algorithm used in proposed system is implemented 

on Spartan 3E FPGA XC3S250E. It contains 172 I/O‟s, 2k 

total slices. As mentioned in paper [18], a number of 4input 

LUTs utilization is 6% and number of Slices used is 7%. As 

shown in figure a number of 4-input LUTs utilization is 5% 

and number of slices used is 5%. So there is minimum 

utilization of resources of FPGA. 

VI.  RESULT : 

From the resulting images, a first image indicate Right camera 

image (Figure 4) and second image is Left camera image 

(figure 5). 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Right Camera Image. 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Left Camera Image. 

 

Figure 6 and figure 7 indicate gray images with Region of 

Interest (ROI) of Left and Right cameras image. Figure 8 

indicate the disparity image depending on disparity object in 

path is detected. 

 
 

Figure 6: Right image with ROI. 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Left image with ROI. 
 

 
 

Figure 8: Disparity Image. 

All the images are from MATLAB program of SAD 

Algorithm with ROI. 
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VII.  CONCLUSION 

The SAD algorithm is a sub method of an area based 

method and with the ROI; it can be much faster than other 

methods for determining the disparity from both the images. 

In this case, SAD algorithm has implemented on FPGA-based 

hardware architectures to process the image and determine 

object‟s depth information. For Obstacle detection application 

fast localization of obstacle is important and by using Region 

of Interest (ROI) with SAD algorithm in the obstacle detection 

application, fast localisation of object is carried out and image 

processing overhead is minimised. The proposed system also 

minimises resource utilization of FPGA. 
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